
Devon Developments 11th/12th/19th June 2016 

 

 Hello everyone, finally have a spare moment to get this one sent out. I know a lot of 

swimmers are looking to enter this meet and I’m really excited to see a new wave of Devonport 

Swimmers entering into county competition. We had 70 swimmers race for the club in the Cornwall 

and Devon league at the weekend and if even half of those swimmers enter this one we will be in for 

a busy and successful championships. 

This gala does fall at the end of the swimming season, but is aimed to give an opportunity 

for swimmers who didn’t compete within the Devon county championships to be able to compete 

against other swimmers in the county, and get valuable racing experience. Without racing, its very 

easy to lose focus in training without the targets of getting faster, team selections, achieving 

qualifying times and winning medals – this is the sort of gala which can kick start that swimming 

journey. The way galas are now structured, its very important to enter meets like this to get times to 

qualify for others. Plymouth City Championships in October, the curtain raiser for next season will 

require qualifying times as will Devon Championships in 2017 and this is the first chance to get those 

times ticked off.  

So, I would encourage all swimmers who meet the entry requirements to enter. I will try and explain 

who can and can’t enter this so bare with me. 

 

Swimmers who are UNABLE to enter are as follows: 

 

- Any swimmer who has a Regional or National Qualification time. 

- Any swimmer who has a single time FASTER than any of the Upper Limit times in the meet 

pack. 

- Any swimmer who competed in a Devon County final in the main championships. 

 

Swimmers who are ABLE to enter are as follows: 

 

- Any swimmer who has all of their personal best times slower than the published Upper Limit 

times in the meet pack. 

- Any swimmer who has got no National or Regional Qualifying or consideration times. 

- Any swimmer who did not compete in a Devon County final in the main championships. 

- No qualifying times are required, so if you have never raced before you may enter this one.  

 

To Enter: 

If you would like to enter the gala, first discuss with your coach about what events they feel you 

should enter, and then print off and complete the entry form that will be attached with this email.  



Complete the form, your ASA ranking number and current personal best times can be found on the 

British swimming database, accessible here – simply type your surname into the search bar and then 

scroll until you find your name: 

https://www.swimmingresults.org/individualbest/ 

 

You will then need to tally up how much your entry will cost, the price per event is in the meet pack 

attached. In addition to that, each swimmer will need to contribute and additional £2 for the 

coaches pass which will allow myself and other coaches if required to access poolside to assist the 

team during the competition. If the fee and pass can be paid via cheque made out to Devonport 

Royal Swimming Association that would be the most convenient. After that, simply bring your form 

and cheque in an envelope to training and pass it to either myself, or Competition Secretary Karen 

Crews by Friday 6th May.  

Any entries handed to us after this date we will not be able to accept. 

 

Medley Skins 

The Devon Development gala has a unique event within it called Medley Skins. Skins event’s used to 

be a lot more popular within galas than they are now, and so this is a rare opportunity to compete in 

an event that is completely different to any other. The event takes six swimmers and draws a stroke 

from a hat, the swimmers will then race 50m on that stroke with the bottom placed swimmer being 

eliminated from the event. After three minutes a new stroke will be drawn, and the swimmers will 

compete again with the slowest again being eliminated. This continues until one swimmer is left 

standing. Its a fantastic event that tests stamina over multiple 50s, but also makes a swimmer 

maximise their strengths to knock others out of the competition, and try to minimise their weakest 

stroke.  

Unfortunately you can’t just enter medley skins, but will need too enter the 200IM and then be 

placed in the top 6 fastest in an open age – meaning any swimmer of any age, so long as they are top 

6 can be selected for this. This does give older swimmers a bit of an advantage, but if you don’t buy a 

lottery ticket! 

 

 

 

Any questions, let me know! 

 

 

Iain 

Devonport Royal Head Coach 

https://www.swimmingresults.org/individualbest/

